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Abstract
Purpose – To describe some of the challenges that the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
will face in requiring that high-frequency traders register as dealers.
Design/methodology/approach – This paper provides a brief overview of the dealer-trader
distinction, an analytical framework under which some high-frequency traders have avoided registration
with the SEC as dealers. It then explains the difficulties the SEC will encounter in bringing
high-frequency traders within its regulatory umbrella as dealers. In particular, the paper outlines some
of the interpretive challenges the SEC encounter as well as challenges to justifying the economics of any
proposal.
Findings – While the SEC has yet to formally propose rules in this area, the interpretive vehicle it uses
could have repercussions for other market participants that rely on the dealer-trader distinction to avoid
having to register as dealers with the SEC.
Originality/value – The paper provides practical insights into the issues the SEC will have to address
if it proposes to bring high-frequency traders within its regulatory umbrella as dealers. In addition, it
provides a concise overview of the dealer-trader distinction based on statements by the SEC and its
staff.
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Introduction

On June 5, 2014, the Chair of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) Mary Jo
White, outlined a broad proposal to address market structure issues in light of the
increase in electronic and off-exchange trading in recent years[1]. Among the initiatives
outlined in the Market Structure Speech, Chair White indicated that she has asked the
SEC staff to prepare a recommendation to the SEC for a rule to clarify that
high-frequency traders come within the meaning of the term “dealer” and have to
register as such with the SEC.

Although the SEC has yet to formally propose rules in this area as of the date of this article,
in clarifying that high-frequency traders are “dealers”, the SEC will have to address the
“dealer-trader distinction”, a decades-old interpretive framework under which persons who
trade for their own accounts with some frequency are not considered “dealers”. Depending
on the interpretive framework that the SEC uses to bring high-frequency traders within the
dealer definition, the implications to other market participants could be far reaching and
could unintentionally eliminate use of the dealer-trader distinction for market participants
who are not high-frequency traders. This paper provides an overview of the dealer-trader
distinction as well as some of the issues that the SEC will have to consider when bringing
high-frequency traders within its regulatory umbrella.
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Background

Broker-dealer registration requirement

By way of background, section 15(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (Exchange
Act) generally makes it unlawful for any broker or dealer to make use of the mails or any
means or instrumentality of interstate commerce to effect any transactions in, or to induce
or attempt to induce the purchase or sale of, any security unless:

� such broker or dealer is registered with the SEC;

� in the case of a natural person, is an associated person of a registered broker-dealer; or

� satisfies the conditions of an exemption or safe harbor.

Registration as a broker-dealer carries significant obligations. Registered broker-dealers,
for example: are required to become members of self-regulatory organizations and the
Securities Investor Protection Corporation; must comply with extensive record keeping and
reporting obligations, suitability requirements, and capital and margin requirements; and
are subject to statutory disqualification provisions that are intended to address the ability of
bad actors to enter or remain in the securities industry[2].

Although there has been a significant amount of guidance produced (in the form of litigated
cases, SEC enforcement actions, and SEC staff interpretations) on what it means to be a
“broker”[3], the interpretive guidance regarding what it means to be a “dealer” has not
been as extensive. Section 3(a)(5)(A) of the Exchange Act, as amended, defines a “dealer”
as “any person engaged in the business of buying and selling securities . . . for such
person’s own account through a broker or otherwise” (Dealer Definition). Among other
exemptions and exclusions [4], section 3(a)(5)(B) excludes from the Dealer Definition “a
person that buys or sells securities . . . for such person’s own account, either individually or
in a fiduciary capacity, but not as a part of a regular business”. When these two provisions
are read in tandem, it appears that the primary factor for determining whether a person who
buys and sells securities for their own account has to register under section 15(a) of the
Exchange Act is whether they are engaged in trading as a business. Accordingly, whether
a person is “engaged in the business” of buying and selling securities is at the heart of the
dealer-trader distinction.

The dealer-trader distinction

The dealer-trader distinction is an analytical framework that has been in place since at least
1951, when Louis Loss first published his seminal treatise on the securities laws[5].
Although the SEC and its staff articulated features of the dealer-trader distinction over the
years[6], the SEC provided a more comprehensive discussion of the distinction and what
it means to be “engaged in the business” of buying and selling securities in 2002.

More specifically, in 2002, the SEC proposed rules to grant banks exceptions and
exemptions from the definitions of “broker” and “dealer” as part of the SEC’s
implementation of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999[7]. In the 2002 Proposal, the SEC
identified activities that historically have been associated with dealers and that would bring
someone within the meaning of the phrase “engaged in the business”[8]. The activities
identified by the SEC in the 2002 Proposal include the following:

� acting as an underwriter in the distribution of new issues;

� acting as a market maker or specialist on an organized exchange or trading system;

� acting as a de facto market maker whereby market professionals or the public look to
the person for liquidity; and

� buying and selling securities directly to customers with an assortment of professional
market activities, such as providing investment advice, extending credit, lending securities
in connection with transactions, and carrying a customer’s securities account[9].
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The SEC further elaborated that dealers generally are persons who normally have regular
clientele, hold themselves out as willing to buy and sell securities at a regular place of
business, have a regular turnover of inventory (or participate in the distribution of new
issues), and generally transact a substantial portion of their business with investors (or, in
the case of dealers who are market makers, principally trade with other professionals). The
SEC contrasted dealer activities with those of traders, who the SEC stated are viewed as

� having less regular volume;

� not handling other people’s money or securities;

� not making a market in securities; and

� not furnishing dealer-type services, such as providing investment advice, extending
credit, or lending securities[10].

Although the 2002 Proposal is more than a decade old, the SEC affirmed the use of the
dealer-trader distinction as an analytical framework when it reiterated the underlying
principles of the distinction in connection with the definition of “security-based swap
dealer” for purposes of implementing the provisions of the Dodd-Frank Act under the SEC’s
purview[11].

Issues that the SEC will have to address

The SEC will likely have to address at least four issues if it were to adopt rules or interpretive
guidance to bring high-frequency traders within the Dealer Definition:

1. defining high-frequency traders;

2. preserving the dealer-trader distinction for other market participants;

3. addressing cross-border high-frequency trading; and

4. justifying the economics of any proposal.

Defining high-frequency trading

The most immediate issue the SEC will encounter is in defining high-frequency trading in a
way that distinguishes such trading from other types of algorithmic and proprietary trading.
In this connection, the SEC may seek to build on the framework outlined in a 2010 concept
release regarding the structure of the USA equities markets, in which the SEC described
high-frequency traders as “professional traders acting in a proprietary capacity that
engage in strategies that generate a large number of trades on a daily basis”[12]. The SEC
then went on to describe certain characteristics associated with high-frequency traders,
including the following:

� the use of extraordinarily high-speed and sophisticated computer programs for
generating, routing, and executing orders;

� the use of co-location services and individual data feeds offered by exchanges and
others to minimize network and other types of latencies;

� very short time frames for establishing and liquidating positions;

� the submission of numerous orders that are canceled shortly after submission; and

� ending the trading day in as close to a flat position as possible (that is, not carrying
significant, unhedged positions overnight)[13].

Although the framework for describing high-frequency traders in the Concept Release could
be the SEC’s initial starting point, it will have to reconcile the fact that the characteristics that it
attributed to high-frequency traders do not neatly correspond to the activities that the SEC
previously described as associated with being “engaged in the business” of dealing. In
addition, the SEC could also seek to bring high-frequency traders within the Dealer Definition
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by leveraging its statement in the Concept Release that high-frequency traders, in some
instances, have replaced the role traditionally played by market makers[14]. The issue the SEC
may face here, however, is that the definition of a “market marker” in section 3(a)(38) of the
Exchange Act, in many ways, presupposes a market maker’s dealer status[15]. Further, while
the SEC could focus its efforts on the volume of securities transactions effected by
high-frequency traders, the SEC would have to reconcile such a test with previous statements
made by the SEC staff that the level of a person’s securities activities is not the measure of
whether a person is “engaged in the business” of dealing[16].

Preserving the dealer-trader distinction

Regardless of the vehicle that the SEC uses to bring high-frequency traders within the
Dealer Definition, the SEC will likely have to address the continued validity of the
dealer-trader distinction. This is especially the case because high-frequency traders are
not the only persons who rely on the dealer-trader distinction to avoid having to register as
dealers with the SEC. Hedge funds, for example, may use strategies that involve frequently
buying and selling securities, but they are not separately required to register as
dealers[17]. Day traders are another example of persons whose business it is to buy and
sell securities with some frequency, but who typically do not otherwise satisfy the SEC’s
identified factors for being “engaged in the business”. Mutual funds buy and sell securities
all the time, when they rebalance their holdings as well as when they sell and redeem fund
interests. In this connection, the SEC will need to apply precision in bringing
high-frequency traders within the Dealer Definition while preserving the dealer-trader
distinction as an analytical framework for those persons who may not otherwise raise the
investor protection or public interest concerns that broker-dealer registration is intended to
address. What may make this more challenging for the SEC is, as noted above, its recent
endorsement of the dealer-trader distinction as an analytical framework for purposes of the
Dodd-Frank Act’s swap-dealer registration requirements[18].

Cross-border high-frequency trading

Even if the SEC is able to successfully bring high-frequency traders within its regulatory
umbrella as dealers, it will have to consider whether such traders can still escape
regulatory oversight by moving their operations overseas. In this respect, the SEC may
have to revisit its policies and exemptions regarding the registration of foreign
broker-dealers. In particular, as outlined in the Rule 15a-6 Adopting Release, the SEC
currently takes a territorial approach and an entity approach to the international operations
of broker-dealers. Under the SEC’s territorial approach, a foreign broker-dealer that
physically operates within the USA is required to register as a broker-dealer even if those
activities are directed only to foreign investors outside the USA[19]. Conversely, an entity
(USA or foreign) would not be required to register as a broker-dealer if it conducted its
sales activities solely outside the USA[20]. Under the SEC’s entity approach, a foreign
broker-dealer that physically operates a branch within the USA would subject the entirety
of the foreign broker-dealers operations to USA registration, while having an affiliate in the
USA would only expose the affiliate to registration[21]. Further, Rule 15a-6(a)(4) exempts
from USA broker-dealer registration requirements, foreign broker-dealers that, in relevant
part, effect transactions in securities with or for a registered USA broker-dealer whether the
USA broker-dealer is acting as agent or principal[22]. In this connection, it is worth
mentioning that unregistered high-frequency traders access the securities markets through
registered broker-dealers. Thus, in light of the current regulatory framework established for
foreign broker-dealers, it is conceivable that even if brought within the Dealer Definition,
high-frequency traders could still avoid USA broker-dealer registration requirements by
moving the entirety of their operations overseas and attempting to rely on Rule 15a-6 and
the SEC’s policy statements regarding the registration of foreign broker-dealers to avoid
USA registration.
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Economic justifications

Finally, the SEC will have to consider whether it can justify the costs associated with
requiring high-frequency traders to register against whatever benefits, real or perceived,
such registration would yield. For example, in a recent proposed rulemaking, the SEC
estimated the initial cost of registering a broker-dealer to be $275,000, with ongoing yearly
costs of $50,000[23]. If the SEC’s goal in registering high-frequency traders is intended as
a risk management measure, it would have to economically justify doing so in light of other
mechanisms at its disposal for such purposes. For example, the SEC could impose
additional obligations on the registered broker-dealers that provide high-frequency traders
with access to the market, much like the SEC did by adopting its recent market access rule
(Exchange Act Rule 15c3-5)[24]. If the SEC’s goal is to increase market oversight, it may
have to explain why the existing patchwork of regulations that were implemented for these
oversight functions do not suffice, such as the large trader reporting rule (i.e., Exchange
Act Rule 13H) or the consolidated audit trail rule (i.e., Rule 613 of Regulation NMS).

Further, to the extent that the SEC seeks to justify requiring that high-frequency traders also
become members of FINRA, the SEC may have to explain why FINRA registration would be
consequential, considering that high-frequency traders generally do not have customers
and FINRA rules are, in many respects, geared to protect the customers of a
broker-dealer[25]. In any event, it is worth noting that the quality of a cost-benefit analysis
may be just as important as a rule’s substance, especially in light of the decision in
Business Roundtable v. SEC, where the USA Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit struck
down a rule because of the SEC’s inadequate consideration of the new rule’s impact on
“efficiency, competition, and capital formation”[26].

Conclusion

Seeking to require high-frequency traders to register as dealers will likely be part of the
SEC’s first volley in addressing the market structure issues surrounding electronic trading,
which may be followed by imposing market maker-type obligations on high-frequency
traders and requiring membership in FINRA. Although any SEC proposal to require that
high-frequency traders register as dealers may not be on the immediate horizon, such a
proposal would likely require the SEC to develop creative interpretations to withstand any
challenges that the SEC did not consider the proposal’s economic impacts or that the
proposal does not provide meaningful certainty to persons who are not high-frequency
traders regarding their need to register.
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